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Chart Analysis Report for Thomas Miller
Thomas Miller
10/30/1959
08:27:00 PM CST UTC-6:00
Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahoma
095W59'33 36N09'14

1. Introduction
An astrological chart of birth (horoscope), drawn for the exact date, time and longitude and
latitude (place) of birth, is essentially a map of the total character of the individual at the time of
birth. Your chart, shown above, is a complex ensemble of planets, signs and houses. (See
Appendix.) The chart is a two-dimensional map of a five-dimensional, thought-built body, often
referred to as the astral body. The planets map complex thought structures that form the major
psychological urges or drives, e.g., the Power Urges mapped by the Sun in the chart, and the
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Domestic Urges mapped by the Moon in the chart. These essential drives or urges express with
slightly different overtones depending on the astrological sign (position on the ecliptic or
zodiac) in which the planet falls at birth. For example, a Sun in Capricorn indicates the Power
Urges express from the I Use attitude, while a Moon in Virgo indicates the Domestic Urges
express from the I Analyze perspective. (See appendices for more information.) A good chart
reading necessarily proceeds from the general to the more detailed. The general characteristics
of character, personality, temperament and general fortune (see Appendix) are important when
considering the details of each department of life.
The Appendix contains a definition of the symbols used and a Glossary that defines terms used
in the report.
References to astrodyne power and harmony in this report can be found summarized in in the
tables in the section on Astrodyne Analysis. Qualitative values for power and harmony are
based on a relative assessment of the statistical distribution in this chart and not on general
"population" statistics.

2. Chart-level View of Energy Distribution in Your Chart
The following diagrams show where planet, house and sign energy is most prominent in your
chart along with areas that are weak in power and of less importance in your life. The size of
each balloon shows the power of each chart element relative to the other elements in the
chart. See also the sections on Astrodyne and Department of Life analysis further on in the
report.
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Power Distribution among Planets & Key Chart Points:
As you can see in the diagram below, the most prominent planets are the Sun (À) mapping the
Power Urges and the MC.
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Power Distribution among the Houses:
The Houses map the various departments of life. The amount of power (strong, weak or
average) indicates the amount of activity in, and importance of, each Department of Life. As
you can see in the diagram below, the most important areas of activity in the life are the 3rd
House (Personal Studies, Writing, Siblings), the 5th House (Fun, Love Affairs, Children,
Ventures), the 6th House (Work, Illness, Coworkers, Subordinates) and the 10th House
(Vocation, Reputation, Credit, Mother).
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Power Distribution among the Signs:
The quality of energy expressed by each planet is modulated by the Sign in which it falls. The
Signs with the most planetary energy have the greatest impact on temperament, disposition
and natural proclivities. As you can see in the diagram below, the most powerful Signs in your
chart are Virgo (Ñ) indicating a nature that is discerning, analytical and witty, Scorpio (Ó)
indicating a nature that is magnetic, secretive and possessive, Sagittarius (Ô) indicating a
nature that is bright, enthusiastic and generous, Capricorn (Õ) indicating a nature that is
industrious, reflective and diplomatic and Pisces (×) indicating a nature that is sensitive,
impressionable and romantic. See the sections on "Your Key Significators" and "Astrodyne
Analysis" for more information.
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3. Your Key Chart Points and General Characteristics
Your character and temperament are a composite of the following key chart points:

Your Sun (sun sign) is in Scorpio (Ó). The Sun is also your Dominant Planet.
Your Sun is in Scorpio, pictured among the constellations by a Scorpion. The ancients correlated
many scorpion traits they observed with people born under the sign of Scorpio. Some of the
traits appear cruel and mysterious: sexual propensities, secretive habits, aggressive nature, and
use of a weapon which is not suspected by its opponent. Primarily Scorpio symbolizes intense
desire and willingness to do whatever necessary to achieve its passion. It cannot be ignored that
the higher side of the scorpion's behavior is to fulfill the duty of insuring the survival of their
young. The dominant idea of Scorpio is I DESIRE.
Belonging to the element Water, you likely have strong emotions and are domestically inclined.
As a feminine sign, Scorpio is receptive and meditative. You tend to move along the world's
mental currents rather than crosswise to their flow.
As a Scorpio, you can exert tremendous emotional force, tend to be unyielding, and can exert
immense pressure upon your environment. You have a never-failing fund of ideas and resources
as well as an abundant life-giving magnetism. You are proud, secretive, reserved, jealous,
ingenious, strong-willed, enterprising, skillful, wary, shrewd, determined and energetic.
Scorpios have been described as good fighters and, at times, use indirect, but effective methods,
in attacking their opponents. Scorpios have traits often found in successful surgeons, doctors,
chemists, scientists, and mechanics.
Thoughtful, contemplative, ingenious and scientific, you have strong likes and dislikes, possess
a natural healing magnetism, and are never at a loss for plans by which difficulties may be
overcome. You can be trusted to grapple with the most difficult and disagreeable tasks. Scorpios
know what they want from life, and work energetically to get it. Your best quality is
RESOURCEFULNESS. Your worst quality is TROUBLESOMENESS. You believe in duty, and
often take special pains to see that others fulfill their obligations to society. Try concentrating
your energies on the solution of your own problems, and in overcoming the obstacles to your
success, rather than in insisting upon the proper conduct of others. You may also need to learn
that your success may depend upon your willingness to take second place, and that asking
questions is not a serious acknowledgment of inferiority.
The Sun is the most powerful planet in your chart and harmonious indicating that thoughts and
events relating to significance and self-esteem are important and, to the extent they are
reinforced, will aid you in being successful.

Your Moon (moon sign) is in Libra (Ò).
With a Libra Moon, your mentality is guided by your desire to find harmony and balance,
particularly in relation to the home, family and domestic affairs. You crave harmony, courtesy,
companionship and beauty in your domestic life. As a rule, living an isolated life does not suit
you. You feel a deep need to follow your social inclinations. Your natural tendency is to dabble
in many things. The benefit of this is that it can lead to proportional development of your
abilities. The best quality of Libra is AFFABILITY. Your worst quality is love of
APPROBATION (praise).
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As a lover of harmony, you dislike hurting another's feelings, and have trouble saying no. Keep
in mind that in the long run, you will be better liked and respected by others when you render
firm decisions, especially in your domestic environment. Be aware of susceptibility to being
influenced by flattery. Thoughts ruled by this sign belong to the EQUILIBRIUM series. With
the Domestic thought cells expressing from the I Balance attitude, seek beauty and artistic
creation in your home and with family rather than ease and luxury.
Relative to the other planets, the Moon is weak and less active in your chart. This suggests you
will benefit by cultivating and nurturing thoughts and events related to timing, tune, sublimity,
love of one's children and general domestic affairs.

Your Ascendant (rising sign) is in Gemini (Î).
Gemini is an air sign so your personality likely expresses through aspiration to intellectual
ideals. You may be restless, and inclined to constantly express yourself in some way. Naturally
loquacious you may talk so much about unimportant details that important information is
suppressed. Your mental processes are agile; you can do any number of things well. Avoid the
temptation to rationalize your emotions and take care with a tendency to move around too much.
The best quality of Gemini is VERSATILITY. The worst quality of Gemini is
CHANGEABLENESS. Consider using your versatile mind to master one subject rather than a
smattering of information about many things. With the Personal thought cells expressing from
the I Think attitude, your personality benefits by seeking important information to talk about
rather than merely talking for the sake of speech.
The Ascendant is of average power in your chart but slightly discordant indicating that thoughts
and events relating to your personality, personal prowess, physical appearance, and, to some
extent health, are important factors in the life. Reinforce constructive thinking, and/or make
constructive changes, relating to these areas of the life, and strive to express the best qualities of
Gemini.

The Ruler of Your Personality
The force of your personality, physical prowess, demeanor and appearance are not only a
reflection of the power, harmony and zodiacal sign of your Ascendant, but will also reflect any
planets in the 1st house or planets in the 12th house that are conjunct the Ascendant.
The chief ruler of your Personality is Mercury, by ruling the sign on the Ascendant.
Mercury gives the personality a quick, witty nature with a tendency to cerebral restiveness.

Your Dominant Planet is the Sun (À).
With the Sun as your dominant planet, you rarely work for others to advantage, unless you are
given full charge of your department. You are in your natural sphere of endeavor when you have
received a position of importance. You are always at your best when at the head of something.
Your best quality is RULERSHIP. Your worst quality is DICTATIVENESS. It is often important
for you to realize that undue assumption of superiority really weakens your authority and that
consideration of the opinions of others and sympathy with their views will tend toward getting
better service. The thoughts ruled by this Sun are called the POWER thoughts.
Your Dominant Sun resides in the zodiacal sign Scorpio, which is described above.

Mercury: Habitual Modes of Speech and Communication
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The zodiacal sign in which Mercury resides indicates the habitual mode of speech and
communication via letters, email, and social media.
Your Mercury resides in the zodiacal sign Sagittarius. With the Intellectual thought cells,
governing cerebral processes, perception, comparison and communication, expressing from the
"I See" attitude of Sagittarius, strive to have your speech, and your expression in general, be
generous and loyal rather than impulsive and blunt. The best quality of Sagittarius is loyalty, and
its worst quality is mischievousness.
Mercury is weak and less active in your chart, relative to the other planets, indicating the
importance of enhancing your mental flexibility and acuity, manner of speech, writing, general
social communication and mobility through activities, thinking and other constructive actions
that positively reinforce these aspects of your life.

4. Key Decanates - Overarching Character and Destiny
Each sign of the zodiac is divided into three sections called Decanates. Each decanate is pictured
in the sky by one of the original 36 ultra-zodiacal constellations. The pictograph associated by
the ancients with each of these constellations illustrates a spiritual parable or allegory that has
special significance to those born with their Sun, Moon or Ascendant in that decanate.
Your Sun is in the 1st decanate of Scorpio, the Scorpio-Scorpio decanate under the subrulership of Mars. OPHIUCHUS, the man who wrestles with a serpent, is the constellation
picturing in the sky the sex-decanate of the sex-sign Scorpio. This decanate typifies the human
struggle with animal desires. The Biblical story of Jacob wrestling with the angel is one version
of this starry struggle; he who is victorious is always greatly blessed.
So we find people born under this decanate with the strongest sex impulses. There is an excess
of creative energy which goads them to desire and action. They thus have an abundant vital
magnetism, which they impart to others, giving a natural ability to heal. It also stimulates the
mind to creative imagination. Therefore, when they turn from sensualism and direct their forces
to constructive work they have a wonderful fertility of ideas and can lead the strenuous life to its
maximum. Not through suppression can they overcome the serpent, but through the guidance of
the surplus energy into proper channels. It is the decanate of RESOURCEFULNESS.
Your Moon is in the 3rd decanate of Libra, the Libra-Gemini decanate under the sub-rulership
of Mercury. The last decanate of Libra is given to contact with people just like the other two
decanates. It is also noted for its strong mind. In fact, it is often superior, especially where
literature and art are concerned. It is the decanate in the sign of partnership and open enemies
next to the sign of death, Scorpio. There is sometimes a peculiar fatality associated with it. This
fact is pictured in the sky by the constellation LUPUS, the Wolf. This original of the wolf in
sheep's clothing is represented as impaled on the spear of Centaurus. As designed it indicates the
almost certain fate of those born under this portion of the sky who transgress either human laws
or the laws of God. Due to the brilliancy of their minds they sometimes use their talents to
enslave others and keep them in ignorance and poverty that they may profit thereby. When they
choose to live straight-forward moral lives and do not fall into corruption, they rise to positions
of power and usefulness and no tragedy overtakes them. It is the decanate of EXPIATION.
Your Ascendant is in the 3rd decanate of Gemini, the Gemini-Aquarius decanate under the
sub-rulership of Saturn. A huge bear, URSA MAJOR, traveling about the pole-star in a forward
direction depicts among the constellations the Aquarius-decanate of Gemini. The bear, whose
restless activity and omnivorous nature is typical of mentality; in this case moves as does the
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objective mind, in the direction of events. It is huge in size to indicate the immense power that
may be exercised by thought.
The scientific decanate of the sign of thought, those born under it can accomplish great things
by exercising their minds. Relying chiefly upon reason, you will benefit by training your mind,
which is readily accomplished, and by cultivating idealism and religion. Otherwise your efforts
may crystallize and become self-centered. It is the decanate of REASON.

5. Chart Topology
Planets East and West
With most of your planets on the West side of your chart, you tend to be influenced in life's
course by the actions of others and by your surroundings. That is, you tend to be molded by
circumstances.

Planets Above and Below the Horizon
The line formed by the Ascendant and Descendant (opposite the Ascendant) divide the
astrological chart in half, where planets and houses above the line are above the horizon and
vice versa. The higher, or more elevated, a planet in the chart, the more publicity it gets. Planets
below the horizon are more private and relate to activities in the life that are generally hidden
from public view.
The planets in your chart are primarily below the horizon, and are related generally to private
and personal matters that get little public attention.

6. Indicators of General Temperament and Disposition
The following analysis shows the distribution of the planets among the various elements and
qualities of the zodiacal signs, which provides excellent indicators of general temperament and
disposition.
(In the analysis below, note that the Sun, Moon, Ascendant, Mercury and the Dominant Planet
carry more weight in a sign, triplicity or quadruplicity than the other planets and may override a
ranking by astrodynes.)

Distribution of Your Planets Among the Triplicities (Elements): Fire, Earth, Air
and Water Signs
Element
Fire signs:

Earth signs:

Air signs:

Sign

Planets in Sign

Leo

Uranus

Sagittarius

Mercury, Jupiter

Virgo

Venus, Pluto

Capricorn

Saturn

Gemini

Asc
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Water signs:

Libra

Moon

Scorpio

Sun, Mars, Neptune

Pisces

MC

321.65

*Astrodynes

The distribution of planets in your chart among the four elements shows lots of Water (Sun,
Dominant Planet, 2 other Planets, MC) with some Air (Moon, Asc) and Earth (3 Planets) but
very little Fire (Mercury, 2 other Planets). The lives of people with lots of Water are largely
centered in the home and the affections. You are sympathetic, timid, dreamy, submissive, given
to domestic life, receptive, yielding, mediumistic, and greatly influenced by your surroundings.
In the sense that you are chiefly actuated by your feelings, rather than by carefully reasoned
lines of conduct, your characteristic quality is EMOTION. But you also have some of the
qualities of the Air and Earth elements such as aspiration and practicality. With very little of
Fire, try to cultivate zeal and enthusiasm.

Distribution of Your Planets Among the Quadruplicities or Qualities: Movable
(Cardinal), Fixed and Mutable Signs
The zodiacal signs fall into three types: Movable (Cardinal), Mutable and Fixed. The three types
are known as the Quadruplicities (there are four signs in each type) or the Qualities. (See
appendix.) The distribution of the planets in your chart among the three types determines your
level of adaptability, and is a key determinant of temperament.
Quality
Movable signs:

Fixed signs:

Mutable signs:

Sign

Planets in Sign

Libra

Moon

Capricorn

Saturn

Leo

Uranus

Scorpio

Sun, Mars, Neptune

Gemini

Asc

Virgo

Venus, Pluto

Sagittarius

Mercury, Jupiter

Pisces

MC

Quality
Power*
177.85

297.19

350.26

*Astrodynes

The distribution of planets in your chart among the three Qualities shows a preponderance of
Mutable (Mercury, Asc, 3 other Planets, MC) and Fixed (Sun, Dominant Planet, 3 other Planets)
signs but with little energy in Movable signs (Moon, 1 other Planet). Many planets in Mutable
signs indicates power to adapt to whatever environment is present. The Mutable signs are a
happy medium between the excessive activity of the Movable (cardinal) signs and the stubborn
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resistance of the Fixed signs. You're not a trail-blazer, but rather a trail-builder. Mutable people
are the most adaptable of all. They are the DEVELOPERS. Many planets in Fixed signs shows
determination, perseverance, rigidity and attention to detail. You tend to be strongly attached to
your customary environment, methods and thoughts. Once projects get far enough along, you
then like to work out the details and make improvements. The Fixed signs are the
PERFECTERS. With very little power in Movable signs, look for ways to exercise initiative.

7. Personal - Companionship - Public
The Houses, or departments of life, are naturally grouped into three categories or domains:
Personal, Companionship and Public. This is a good indicator of where your interests, desires
and energy naturally incline. This can be especially helpful in analyzing close personal
relationships like marriage, where partners interests are largely focused in different domains, e.
g., public or personal vs companionship. Cultural gender differences can also ameliorate or
exacerbate diverging interests and desires.
Category
Personal

Pow Harm Points Assessment
198.63

1.85

6

Companionship 454.02

1.48

22

Public

5.99

3

172.64

Rationale

LittleOrNone Asc, 2 other Planets, 2 astrodyne points
Lots

Sun, Dominant Planet, Moon, Mercury, 5
other Planets, 6 astrodyne points

LittleOrNone MC2 astrodyne points

Power and Harmony Distribution in the Three Society Domains)

The distribution of planets in your chart among the three Societies shows that most of your
energy, thought and activity involve the Companionship houses (departments of life). The
Companionship houses (4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th) map feelings and desires that express chiefly
through contact with others including the home environment, love and children, coworkers and
pets and marriage and partnership. Little planetary power in the Personal or Public departments
of life indicates less interest in purely personal matters and interests or activities that are widely
known.

8. Astrodyne Analysis
Through Astrodyne analysis one can analyze the power and harmony of the planets, signs and
houses in your chart. The objective of this analysis is to indicate which areas will bring the most
benefit into the life and which areas need work. Subsequent sections will explore in more detail
the various departments of life (The Houses) and associated key aspects between planets. Below
you will find the Astrodyne Table for your chart followed by an analysis of the best, worst and
most powerful planets, houses and signs.
The astrodyne table, immediately below, analyzes the power and harmony of each planet, house
and sign in your chart. The columns show (1) object name, the absolute astrodyne (2) power and
(3) harmony, the Zscores indicating (4) relative power and (5) harmony, and the corresponding
qualitative assessment of the relative (6) power and (7) harmony of each element in the chart
based on the Zscores. Assessing a relative qualitative score is important because absolute values
can be somewhat misleading and there are no "population" statistics from which to judge
absolute power and harmony. An asterisk "*" in the power or harmony Zscore columns indicates
that the value is an "outlier" which skews the distribution, in which case it is removed and the
Zscores recomputed to provide a more accurate picture.
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The tables below are a reference summary. The planets, houses and signs, and their influence on
you character and fortune, are described throughout the report.

Planets, MC and Asc
(1) Object

(2)
Power

(3)
Harmony

(4) Power
Zscore

(5) Harmony
Zscore

(6) Relative Power

(7) Relative
Harmony

very
harmonious
harmonious
discordant
discordant

Sun

66.61

11.09

1.18

1.20

powerful

Moon
Mercury
Venus

28.40

6.15

-1.10

0.58

34.75

-9.21

-0.72

-1.34

31.25

-11.81

-0.93

-1.66

Mars

63.34

2.58

0.99

0.13

Jupiter

35.77

6.13

-0.66

0.58

Saturn

58.64

-10.21

0.71

-1.47

Uranus

15.42

0.93

-1.88

-0.07

weak
weak
weak
moderately
powerful
weak
moderately
powerful
weak

Neptune

54.38

11.89

0.45

1.30

average

very
harmonious

Pluto

56.61

6.68

0.59

0.65

moderately
powerful

harmonious

MC

70.60

7.63

1.42

0.77

powerful

Asc

46.09

-3.87

-0.04

-0.67

average

neutral
harmonious
discordant
neutral

harmonious
mildly
discordant

Power and Harmony for Planets, MC and Asc

Houses (See later section on Departments of Life for more information.)
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(1)
House

(2)
Power

(3)
Harmony

(4) Power
Zscore

(5) Harmony
Zscore

(6) Relative Power

(7) Relative
Harmony

mildly
discordant

1st

63.47

-8.47

0.27

-0.84

average

2nd

14.20

3.08

-1.19

0.55

weak

3rd

105.34

13.15

1.52

1.76

powerful

4th

48.63

-16.41

-0.17

-1.79

average

5th

228.35

25.80

*

*

6th

100.51

-0.76

1.38

0.09

7th

76.52

-7.14

0.66

-0.68

8th

29.32

-5.11

-0.74

-0.43

weak

9th

18.52

-2.32

-1.07

-0.10

weak

10th

93.14

12.13

1.16

1.63

powerful

11th

31.67

1.29

-0.67

0.33

weak

12th

15.63

-5.90

-1.15

-0.53

weak

very powerful
powerful
moderately
powerful

harmonious
very
harmonious
discordant
very
harmonious
neutral
mildly
discordant
mildly
discordant
neutral
very
harmonious
neutral
mildly
discordant

Power and Harmony for the Houses

Signs
(1) Sign

(2)
Power

(3)
Harmony

(4) Power
Zscore

(5) Harmony
Zscore

(6) Relative
Power

(7) Relative
Harmony

neutral
mildly
discordant
mildly
discordant
harmonious
very
harmonious
discordant
neutral

Aries

31.67

1.29

-0.74

0.40

weak

Taurus

15.63

-5.90

-1.23

-0.57

weak

Gemini

63.47

-8.47

0.25

-0.91

average

Cancer

14.20

3.08

-1.28

0.64

weak

Leo

48.73

6.47

-0.21

1.10

average

Virgo
Libra

105.24

-9.73

1.54

-1.08

44.02

0.25

-0.36

0.26

powerful
average

Scorpio

214.32

27.87

*

*

Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius

88.41

-0.01

1.02

0.23

87.96

-15.32

1.00

-1.83

18.52

-2.32

-1.15

-0.09

very
powerful
powerful
powerful
weak

Pisces

93.14

12.13

1.16

1.85

powerful

very
harmonious
neutral
discordant
neutral
very
harmonious

Power and Harmony for the Signs
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Your Best Planet, House and Sign
Best Planet

The most harmonious planet in your chart is Neptune (È), which maps your Utopian Urges, and
is in your 5th House. Neptune is of average power relative to the other planets in your chart.
Your Neptune is in the sign Scorpio, which gives it a(n) magnetic, secretive and possessive
nature. Being in the 5th House, it expresses through activities related to offspring and pleasures,
love affairs, speculation, stocks, bonds and derivatives, children and entertainment.
Neptune is prominent in your chart due to its close aspect to the Sun. A prominent and
harmonious Neptune can bring great benefit through imagination and visionary ideas. In social
life Neptune brings romantic attachments and platonic relationships, both of which can be
beneficial. Even when Neptune receives beneficial aspects, take care to avoid daydreaming or
schemes that can easily go awry. Neptune's best trait is idealism.
Best House (Department of Life)

The most harmonious House (Department of Life) in your chart is the 5th House, which maps
life activities relating to offspring and pleasures, love affairs, speculation, stocks, bonds and
derivatives, children and entertainment. The 5th House has 25.80 harmodynes, is very
harmonious and contains four planets: the Moon, Mars, Neptune and the Sun. The Sun is your
Dominant Planet, which is described in more detail in the Dominant Planet section above.
Neptune is also your Best Planet, which is described in the "Best Planet" section. See the
section below on Analysis of Each Department of Life (The Houses) for an explanation of the
effect of these planets on the affairs of the 5th House.
The 5th house has 228.35 astrodynes of power and is the most powerful house relative to the
other houses in your chart and thus has enough power to benefit your life.
Best Sign

The most harmonious zodiacal sign in your chart is Scorpio, which is on the cusp of your 6th
House, and which contains the Sun, Mars and Neptune. The following table displays
correspondences for the sign Scorpio from which you may benefit by association.
Category

Correspondence

Nature

magnetic, secretive and possessive

Association

sex, secrets, retribution, magnetism

Letter

Egyptian, Denain; Hebrew, Daleth; Latin, D

Number

IV, 4

Color

darker shades of red

Tone

low C

Human
Function

absorption of electromagnetic essences

Remedy

such herbs as heather, horehound, bramble, bean, leek, wormwood, woad, charlock
and blackthorn

Mineral

the talismanic gem, Spanish topaz, and among stones, bloodstone, vermilion and
lodestone

Table of Correspondences (adapted from The Sacred Tarot by C. C. Zain)
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Your Worst Planet, House and Sign
Worst Planet

The most discordant planet in you chart is Venus (Ã), which maps your Social Urges, and is in
your 4th House relating to home life. Venus is weak and less active relative to the other planets
in your chart. With your Venus in Virgo, your affections and social relationships are discerning,
analytical and witty, especially relating to home life.
The natural antidote for a discordant Venus is the application of Saturn (Safety Urges) thoughts
and emotions such as system, order and planning and carefully analyzing the proper course of
action when you are strongly motivated by the social urges and the affections, especially in
relation to 4th House activities including home life. Since both Saturn and Venus tend to be
negative polarity, to this thought compound should be added Sun thoughts relating to pride,
dignity, conscientiousness and self-esteem.
Worst House (Department of Life)

The most discordant House in your chart is the 4th House, which governs the department of life
relating to primarily the home and home life, but also the father, real estate, farmland and its
production, restaurants and conditions at the end of life. The 4th house has 48.63 astrodynes of
power and is of average power relative to the other houses in your chart. The 4th House has
-16.41 discordynes and contains one planet: Venus. Venus is your Worst Planet, which is
described in the "Worst Planet" section. See the section below on Analysis of Each Department
of Life (The Houses) for an explanation of the effect of this planet on the affairs of the 4th
House.
Worst Sign

The most discordant zodiacal Sign in you chart is Capricorn, which is on the cusp of your 8th
House. The sign Capricorn has 87.96 astrodynes of power and is powerful relative to the other
signs in your chart. It has -15.32 discordynes and contains Saturn.

Your Most Powerful Planet, House and Sign
Most Powerful Planet

The most powerful planet in your chart is the Sun (À), which is generally referred to as your
Dominant Planet. The Sun is in your 5th House relating to pleasure, love affairs, children and
speculation, and is very harmonious relative to the other planets in your chart. See the
discussion of you Dominant Planet above.
Most Powerful House (Department of Life)

The most powerful house (Department of Life) in your chart is the 5th House relating to
offspring and pleasures, love affairs, speculation, stocks, bonds and derivatives, children and
entertainment. The 5th House is very harmonious relative to the other houses in your chart, and
contains the Moon, Mars, Neptune and the Sun. See the section below on Analysis of Each
Department of Life (The Houses) for a detailed discussion of this house.
Most Powerful Sign
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The most powerful zodiacal sign in your chart is Scorpio. Scorpio is on the cusp of your 6th
House, is also the most harmonious sign in your chart, and contains the Sun, Mars and
Neptune. See discussion of Scorpio in the Sun Sign section of "Your Key Chart Points and
General Characteristics" above.

Best, Worst and Most Powerful Chart Aspects
The following sections describe the most significant aspects between the planets in the chart.
(See the Glossary in the Appendix for more on Aspects and how they express.)
Most Powerful Aspect in the Chart

The most powerful aspect in the chart is Sun Conjunction Neptune (À Ø È). This is a neutral
aspect regarding harmony or discord. The Sun is in the 5th House relating to pleasure, love
affairs, children and speculation. Neptune is also in the 5th. This conjunction aspect shows that
this area of life experiences a powerful association. The aspect shows the vitality, authority and
relations with men influence, and are influenced by, the imagination, sensitivity and schemes.
This conjunction aspect indicates a powerful association between these factors showing vision,
imagination, schemes and ideals.
Best Aspect in the Chart

The most harmonious aspect in the chart is Sun Trine MC (À Ý Ê). At 9.19 astrodynes, this
aspect is powerful. The Sun is in the 5th House relating to pleasure, love affairs, children and
speculation. The MC is on the cusp of the 10th House that relates to the public recognition, for
good or for ill, you receive regarding matters ruled by the planets which make aspects to it,
which, in this case, is the Trine aspect from the Sun. This very harmonious trine aspect shows
that these two areas of life experience cooperation to bring good luck. The aspect shows the
vitality, authority and relations with men influence public recognition and reputation. This very
harmonious trine aspect indicates these factors work harmoniously together showing public
recognition for vitality, dignity and authority.
Worst Aspect in the Chart

The most discordant aspect in the chart is Saturn Opposition Ascendant (Æ à Ë). At 7.15
astrodynes, this aspect is moderately powerful. Saturn is in the 7th House relating to marriage
and partnership. The Ascendant is on the cusp of the 1st House that relates to the effect on the
personality, health and personal affairs from the aspects made to it, which, in this case, is the
Opposition aspect from Saturn. This discordant opposition aspect shows that these two areas of
life experience a painful separation, are mutually exclusive, and force a choice between one or
the other. The aspect shows work, responsibility, and economy or loss influence, and are
influenced by, the personality, physical body and health. This discordant opposition aspect
indicates these factors negatively affect each other showing a cool, cautious personality but
overwork, increased responsibility, and the need for economy have negative impact on the
personality and health. Pleasant thoughts of significance and self-esteem along with pleasant
thoughts of affection and a harmonious social life need to be substituted for worry and anxiety.

9. Special Chart Configurations
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The following paragraphs identify planetary configurations in your chart that are of special
interest.

Opposition Drain
Configuration 1 is an Opposition Drain where:
Sun (À), Mars (Ä) and Neptune (È) in the 5th
House acts as a harmonious conciliating "drain" to
the OPPOSITION between Ascendant (Ë) in the
1st House and Saturn (Æ) in the 7th House with
Sun (À), Mars (Ä) and Neptune (È) TRINE
Ascendant (Ë) and SEXTILE Saturn (Æ).
The total power of this configuration is 55.88
astrodynes, consists of 10 aspects in total and maps
a powerful influence in the life.
This is a planetary configuration referred to as an
Opposition Drain because there is a planet which
acts as a harmonious conciliatory factor between
two planets making a discordant Opposition aspect. This configuration indicates an especially
potent and harmonious source of Rallying Forces (see Glossary in Appendix) because the
conciliating planet breaks up the Opposition aspect between the other two planets by making a
harmonious Sextile aspect to one and a very harmonious Trine aspect to the other. The
Opposition maps an aerial which picks up planetary energy loaded with separative static. But
such an Opposition also maps at each terminal, thought cells into which have been built a
tremendous amount of energy. This energy, from both groups of thought cells at the ends of the
opposition, is tapped harmoniously by the group of thought cells mapped by the planet making
the Sextile and the Trine.
The Opposition Aspect

The planets in opposition are Ascendant opposing Saturn affecting the 1st House and 7th House.
Though not as violent as the Square aspect, because of its persistence and power, the Opposition
aspect is usually considered the worst aspect. The energies of the two planets oppose one
another, forcing you to make a choice between the two areas of life (houses) involved in the
opposition. This constant struggle between the two planets develops slowly and unrelentingly.
In your chart, this means the health, the personality, and personal affairs (Ascendant) expressing
through personal matters, the personality and physical characteristics (1st House) are in direct
conflict with the behavior relating to system, organization, hard work, responsibility, the need
for economy, or loss (Saturn) expressing through marriage and partnership (7th House) forcing
you to choose one or the other.
The result is that the qualities of the planets involved, in this case Ascendant opposing Saturn,
are brought into great prominence. Your greatest potential abilities are mapped by oppositions.
Many highly successful people have oppositions in their birth charts that they must overcome.
The Conciliating Trine and Sextile Aspects

The beneficial Trine and Sextile aspects in this configuration are:
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The conciliating Sun, Mars and Neptune mapping the vitality, significance, self-esteem and
authority and your behavior relating to construction, destruction, initiative, aggression,
combat and amativeness and your imagination, increased sensitivity, psychic impressions,
fantasy thinking, romance, apprehension, idealistic visions or schemes in your 5th House
relating to pleasure, love affairs, children and speculation are...
TRINE Ascendant mapping the health, the personality, and personal affairs in the 1st
House ruling personal matters, the personality and physical characteristics. The Trine
aspect is the most harmonious aspect and the matters ruled by these two planets and the
houses (departments of life) they occupy greatly benefit one another, bringing LUCK to
the two areas of life.
AND
SEXTILE Saturn mapping the behavior relating to system, organization, hard work,
responsibility, the need for economy, or loss in the 7th House ruling marriage and
partnership. The Sextile aspect brings OPPORTUNITIES between the two planets and
the houses the occupy, which must be cultivated to realize the full benefit.
To benefit from this configuration, spend as much time and effort in the 5th House as possible to
maximize the LUCK (Trine aspect) and OPPORTUNITIES (Sextile aspect) to overcome
SEPARATION (Opposition aspect).

Opposition Drain
Configuration 2 is an Opposition Drain where:
Sun (À), Mars (Ä) and Neptune (È) in the 5th
House acts as a harmonious conciliating "drain" to
the OPPOSITION between MC (Ê) in the 10th
House and Pluto (É) in the 3rd House with Sun
(À), Mars (Ä) and Neptune (È) TRINE MC (Ê)
and SEXTILE Pluto (É).
The total power of this configuration is 88.56
astrodynes, consists of 10 aspects in total and maps
a powerful influence in the life.
This is a planetary configuration referred to as an
Opposition Drain, which is described in
Configuration 1.
The Opposition Aspect

The planets in opposition are Pluto opposing MC affecting the 10th House and 3rd House. This
aspect also appears in Configurations 3 and 4.
In your chart, this means the honor, credit, business, reputation and publicity (MC) expressing
through career, credit, reputation and mother (10th House) are in direct conflict with the
spirituality, groups, coercion, cooperation, subtle forces, drastic events or thoughts of universal
welfare (Pluto) expressing through personal interests, writing, neighbors and siblings (3rd
House) forcing you to choose one or the other.
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The result is that the qualities of the planets involved, in this case Pluto opposing MC, are
brought into great prominence.
The Conciliating Trine and Sextile Aspects

The beneficial Trine and Sextile aspects in this configuration are:
The conciliating Sun, Mars and Neptune mapping the vitality, significance, self-esteem and
authority and your behavior relating to construction, destruction, initiative, aggression,
combat and amativeness and your imagination, increased sensitivity, psychic impressions,
fantasy thinking, romance, apprehension, idealistic visions or schemes in your 5th House
relating to pleasure, love affairs, children and speculation are...
TRINE MC mapping the honor, credit, business, reputation and publicity in the 10th
House ruling career, credit, reputation and mother. The Trine aspect is the most
harmonious aspect and the matters ruled by these two planets and the houses
(departments of life) they occupy greatly benefit one another, bringing LUCK to the two
areas of life.
AND
SEXTILE Pluto mapping the spirituality, groups, coercion, cooperation, subtle forces,
drastic events or thoughts of universal welfare in the 3rd House ruling personal interests,
writing, neighbors and siblings. The Sextile aspect brings OPPORTUNITIES between
the two planets and the houses the occupy, which must be cultivated to realize the full
benefit.
To benefit from this configuration, spend as much time and effort in the 5th House as possible to
maximize the LUCK (Trine aspect) and OPPORTUNITIES (Sextile aspect) to overcome
SEPARATION (Opposition aspect).

T-Square
Configuration 3 is a T-Square where:
There is an OPPOSITION aspect between Pluto
(É) in the 3rd House and MC (Ê) in the 10th
House with Mercury (Â) and Jupiter (Å) in the 6th
House SQUARE both opposition planets forming a
"T".
The total power of this configuration is 33.22
astrodynes, consists of 6 aspects in total and maps a
powerful influence in the life.
This is a discordant configuration referred to as a TSquare, where two planets oppose each other
(OPPOSITION aspect) and a third planet forms a
SQUARE aspect to both planets in the opposition.
This configuration in your chart involves the planets Pluto, Mercury, Jupiter and MC, which
govern:
spirituality, groups, coercion, cooperation, subtle forces, drastic events or thoughts of universal
welfare (Pluto)
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honor, credit, business, reputation and publicity (MC)
mental interests, the facility and accuracy of expression and the type and intensity of thoughts
(Mercury) and your thoughts and feelings of abundance, optimism, goodwill, benevolence,
veneration, hope or devotion (Jupiter)

The departments of life involved in this discordant configuration, indicated by the house
positions of the planets involved, are:
personal interests, writing, neighbors and siblings (3rd House)
career, credit, reputation and mother (10th House)
work, coworkers and subordinates and/or illness and the infirm (6th House)

(See the more detailed discussion of each house in the "Analysis for Each Department of
Life" section below.)
The Opposition Aspect

The planets in OPPOSITION are Pluto opposing MC affecting the 3rd House and 10th House.
This aspect is described as part of Configuration 2. This aspect also appears in Configuration 4.
The Two Square Aspects

The two Square aspects in this configuration are:
Mercury and Jupiter mapping the mental interests, the facility and accuracy of expression
and the type and intensity of thoughts and your thoughts and feelings of abundance,
optimism, goodwill, benevolence, veneration, hope or devotion in your 6th House relating to
work, coworkers and subordinates and/or illness and the infirm SQUARE BOTH
Pluto mapping the spirituality, groups, coercion, cooperation, subtle forces, drastic
events or thoughts of universal welfare in the 3rd House ruling personal interests,
writing, neighbors and siblings AND
MC mapping the honor, credit, business, reputation and publicity in the 10th House
ruling career, credit, reputation and mother
The Square aspect acts abruptly, brings acute crises, and temporary periods of struggle between
the things signified by the two planets and the houses they occupy. It signifies positive lack of
adaptation to environment, and consequent conflict.
Discordant aspects force you to overcome OBSTACLES (Square aspects) and SEPARATION
(opposition aspects), and thereby build powerful mental and emotional muscle that provide the
strength and energy required for outstanding achievement.

Opposition Drain
Configuration 4 is an Opposition Drain where:
Saturn (Æ) in the 7th House acts as a harmonious
conciliating "drain" to the OPPOSITION between
Pluto (É) in the 3rd House and MC (Ê) in the 10th
House with Saturn (Æ) TRINE Pluto (É) and
SEXTILE MC (Ê).
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The total power of this configuration is 19.33
astrodynes, consists of 3 aspects in total and maps a
powerful influence in the life.
This is a planetary configuration referred to as an
Opposition Drain, which is described in
Configuration 1.
The Opposition Aspect

The planets in opposition are Pluto opposing MC
affecting the 3rd House and 10th House. This
aspect is described as part of Configuration 2. This
aspect also appears in Configuration 3.
The Conciliating Trine and Sextile Aspects

The beneficial Trine and Sextile aspects in this configuration are:
The conciliating Saturn mapping the behavior relating to system, organization, hard work,
responsibility, the need for economy, or loss in your 7th House relating to marriage and
partnership is...
TRINE Pluto mapping the spirituality, groups, coercion, cooperation, subtle forces,
drastic events or thoughts of universal welfare in the 3rd House ruling personal interests,
writing, neighbors and siblings. The Trine aspect is the most harmonious aspect and the
matters ruled by these two planets and the houses (departments of life) they occupy
greatly benefit one another, bringing LUCK to the two areas of life.
AND
SEXTILE MC mapping the honor, credit, business, reputation and publicity in the 10th
House ruling career, credit, reputation and mother. The Sextile aspect brings
OPPORTUNITIES between the two planets and the houses the occupy, which must be
cultivated to realize the full benefit.
To benefit from this configuration, spend as much time and effort in the 7th House as possible to
maximize the LUCK (Trine aspect) and OPPORTUNITIES (Sextile aspect) to overcome
SEPARATION (Opposition aspect).

10. Analysis for Each Department of Life (The Houses)
The following paragraphs describe the various departments of life mapped by the Houses in
your chart. See the appendix for a more detailed description of houses in general. The most
astrologically active departments of life in your chart, in order of importance, are mapped by the
5th House, the 3rd House, the 6th House and the 7th House.

1st House - Personal Matters
The 1st House has dominion over activities of life relating to personality, physical body,
physical appearance and demeanor, quality of the personal magnetism, personal prowess,
personal matters and general health.
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The 1st house is of average power relative to the other houses in the chart, is mildly discordant
and while it contains no planets, it does include the power and the harmony or discord of the
Ascendant, which is mildly discordant. The house is co-ruled by Mercury, which is discordant
and is in the 6th House relating to work, coworkers and subordinates and/or illness and the
infirm, indicating that those matters have special influence over 1st House matters. So, for
example, events relating to work, coworkers and subordinates and/or illness and the infirm,
resulting from your communication, affect your personal matters, the personality and physical
characteristics.

2nd House - Money and Possessions
The 2nd House has dominion over activities of life relating to money, possessions and personal
resources.
The 2nd house is weak and less active relative to the other houses in the chart, but is harmonious
and contains no planets, but is ruled by the Moon, which is harmonious and in the 5th House
relating to pleasure, love affairs, children and speculation, indicating that those matters have
special influence over 2nd House matters. So, for example, events relating to pleasure, love
affairs, children and speculation, resulting from your domesticity, affect your money and
possessions.

3rd House - Personal Interests, Siblings and Social Media
The 3rd House has dominion over activities of life relating to mental activity, education and
personal studies, siblings, neighbors, writing, hobbies, local travel and communications.
The 3rd house is powerful relative to the other houses in the chart, is very harmonious and
contains two planets: Uranus and Pluto.
Having two planets in this house indicates that it is an important department of life.
Uranus in the 3rd House

Uranus is weak and less active and is neutral regarding harmony or discord.
The thought cells mapped by Uranus powerfully influence originality of thought, and the ability
to make marked departures from precedence and custom. Because their chief expression relates
to originality, they are generally referred to as the Individualistic Urges. Whatever house is
occupied by Uranus denotes things about which radical tendencies are likely to manifest. In the
section of life indicated by such a house there are sudden changes and developments of an
extreme nature, either constructive or destructive. Whatever good is signified in one direction is
accompanied by some lesser disadvantage in another and vice versa. To the extent the thought
cells mapped by Uranus are active (powerful in the chart), is the life influenced by thoughts of
independence, originality, invention, the unconventional, unusual or new methods.
Uranus in Leo: Uranus maps the Individualistic Urges embracing thoughts and actions relating
to independence, originality, invention, the unconventional and unusual, new or radical methods.
With the Individualistic thought-cells expressing from the "I Will" attitude of Leo, seek
originality through sound reforms rather than peculiar pleasures.
Uranus in the 3rd House shows that the Individualistic Urges express primarily through
education, writing, communications, relatives, siblings and neighbors. This indicates original
thinking, interest in things unusual, sudden journeys, unusual siblings and disruptive neighbors.
There may be unusual fields of study and unique or eccentric hobbies. When Uranus is wellfile:///C:/Users/tm337/Documents/My Charts/Reports/ThomasMillerChartReport.html
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aspected there may be an interest in science or scientific writing. This position shows aptitude
for research. You benefit by cultivating this ability. The natural antidote for a powerful and
afflicted (discordant) Uranus is Jupiter thinking that relies on providence, is optimistic and more
conventional, avoiding erratic behavior.
Pluto in the 3rd House

Pluto is prominent (its close aspect to the Sun) and moderately powerful and is harmonious.
Whatever house is occupied by Pluto is subject to inner-plane influence, either for good or ill.
The activities stimulated include facilities for cooperation with others and for contacting groups
of people. Because the chief expression of the thought-cells mapped by Pluto relate to
cooperation for the welfare of the group, and spiritual efforts for the benefit of all, they are
generally referred to as the Universal Welfare Urges. To the extent the thought cells mapped by
Pluto are active, is the life influenced by thoughts of groups, statistics, division of labor, mass
production, inner-plane conditions, drastic events, the inside of things, gang methods,
cooperation, coercion, or universal welfare. If Pluto is powerful in the chart and afflicted
(discordant), there will be undue pressure brought to bear by others to compel such action as
they desire relative to the things the house rules.
Pluto in Virgo: Pluto maps the Universal Welfare Urges embracing thoughts and actions related
to groups, statistics, inner-plane conditions, drastic events, the inside of things, gang methods,
cooperation, coercion, and universal welfare. With the Universal Welfare Urges expressing from
the "I Analyze" attitude of Virgo, seek cooperation through benefiting labor rather than in
exploiting it.
Pluto in the 3rd House shows that the Universal Welfare Urges express primarily through
education and relatives, cooperation with, or coercion by, relatives or siblings is shown. This
position gives mental resourcefulness and scientific ability. There may also be interest in
metaphysical studies or statistics, division of labor and inner-plane conditions. A well-aspected
Pluto indicates the ability to cooperate with relatives, siblings or neighbors for the benefit of the
group or for spiritual purposes and to use education for the benefit of the masses. If Pluto is
powerful and discordant, there will be undue pressure brought to bear by others that affect your
personal interests, education or relationships with siblings, relatives or neighbors. The best
antidote for a powerful and afflicted (discordant) Pluto in the 3rd House is to cultivate
aggressive action (Mars) to gain educational advantages that can be of benefit to all.
Pluto is also involved in three special planetary configurations in your chart:
The first special configuration that Pluto is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See Special
Configuration #2 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Sun, Mars,
Neptune and MC in the 5th and 10th Houses.
The second special configuration that Pluto is involved in is a T-Square (See Special
Configuration #3 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Mercury,
Jupiter and MC in the 6th and 10th Houses.
The third special configuration that Pluto is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See Special
Configuration #4 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Saturn and
MC in the 7th and 10th Houses.

4th House - Home
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The 4th House has dominion over activities of life relating to primarily the home and home life,
but also the father, real estate, farmland and its production, restaurants and conditions at the end
of life.
The 4th house is of average power relative to the other houses in the chart. This house is the
Worst House in your chart, is discordant and contains one planet: Venus. Venus is your Worst
Planet, which is described in the "Worst Planet" section under Astrodyne Analysis above.
Venus in the 4th House

Venus is prominent (being in an angular house) although weak and less active relative to the
power distribution in your chart, and is discordant.
Whatever house is occupied by Venus has a strong influence upon the affections, and through it
an appeal to the affections can readily be made. Mating, companionship, affection and love are
expressions of the thought cells mapped by this planet. The things denoted by this house tend to
prosper not through effort and initiative, but through kindnesses and favors received because of
grace of manners, and following the line of least resistance. Because the chief expression of the
thought-cells in the unconscious mind mapped by Venus in the chart relate to the social life they
are referred to as the Social Urges.
Venus in Virgo: With the Social Urges, embracing the emotions, the affections, social
relationships and artistic appreciation, expressing from the "I Analyze" attitude of Virgo,
encourage the affections to be spontaneous and uninhibited rather than being subject to careful
analysis and reason and avoid being too picky.
Venus in the 4th House maps the Social Urges expressing through the home indicating a
pleasant and artistic home. This position can stimulate an interest in decorating the home and
entertaining there. If the Moon is prominent and harmonious, there can be benefit from cooking
and creating a warm, inviting atmosphere for family and friends. There may also be lots of
social activity at the end of life. To the extent that Venus is well-aspected, you will benefit by
cultivating social relations. If Venus is prominent (powerful) and afflicted (discordant), cultivate
caution, system, fairness and foresight (Saturn Safety thoughts), along with thoughts and
feelings of pride, dignity, firmness and self-esteem (Sun Power thoughts).

5th House - Children and Love Affairs
The 5th House has dominion over activities of life relating to offspring and pleasures, love
affairs, speculation, stocks, bonds and derivatives, children and entertainment.
The 5th house is the Most Powerful House in your chart and is the subject of intense feeling,
activity and events. This house is also the Best House in your chart, is very harmonious and
contains four planets: the Moon, Mars, Neptune and the Sun. The Sun is your Dominant
Planet. Neptune is also your Best Planet.
Moon in the 5th House

Moon is weak and less active but is harmonious.
Whatever house is occupied by the Moon is subject to ebb and flow, has a significant impact on
the mental attitude and the emotions and may be the subject of psychic impressions. The matters
ruled by this department of life tend to fluctuate and are the subject of small, insignificant events
and everyday affairs. Because the chief expression of the thought-cells in the unconscious mind
relate to primarily family life, they are referred to as the Domestic Urges.
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Moon in Libra: seek beauty and artistic creation rather than ease and luxury.
Moon in the 5th House shows the Domestic Urges expressing through pleasures and changing
love interests. Your romantic attachments are strongly influenced by your emotions and moods.
Children are an important part of your emotional nature and a great outlet for your domestic
urges. There may be lots of children or much change and ebb and flow relating to children.
Cultivate aggressive determination to adapt rather than too often changing romantic
attachments.
Important aspects to the Moon

The most powerful aspect to the Moon is Moon Trine Ascendant (Á Ý Ë). With 7.14 astrodynes
of power, this aspect is moderately powerful and with 7.14 harmodynes is very harmonious,
relative to the other aspects in the chart. The Ascendant is on the cusp of the 1st House that
relates to the effect on the personality, health and personal affairs from the aspects made to it,
which, in this case, is the Trine aspect from the Moon. This very harmonious trine aspect shows
that these two areas of life experience cooperation to bring good luck. The aspect shows the
mental attitude, domestic life and everyday affairs influence, and are influenced by, the
personality, physical body and health. This very harmonious trine aspect indicates these factors
work harmoniously together showing an impressionable personality that benefits domestic life.
Mars in the 5th House

Mars is prominent (its close aspect to the Sun) and moderately powerful and is neutral regarding
harmony or discord.
Mars here indicates that forcefulness and energy are expressed through this department of life.
Advantage is usually gained through initiative and combat. If loss is indicated by an afflicted
(discordant) Mars, there is much struggle associated with it. There will be strenuous activity
regarding the things ruled by this house. To the extent the thought cells mapped by Mars are
prominent, is the life influenced by thoughts of construction, destruction, initiative, aggression,
combat, sex, eating or drinking. Because the chief expression of the thought-elements in the
unconscious mind mapped by Mars in the chart relate to attacking obstacles, they are referred to
as the Aggressive Urges.
Mars in Scorpio: Mars maps the Aggressive Urges, embracing thoughts and actions relating to
construction, destruction, initiative, aggression, combat, sex, amativeness, eating and drinking.
With the Aggressive thought-cells expressing from the "I Desire" attitude of Scorpio, channel
your initiative into meeting challenges by employing resourcefulness and avoid revenge or selfindulgence.
Mars in the 5th House shows the Aggressive Urges expressing through pleasure, love affairs,
entertainment and children, indicating strife and perhaps danger through sports and love affairs.
As Mars rules amativeness, love and pleasure will be pursued aggressively and rashly. There
may be a love of competitive outdoor sports. Avoid quarrelsomeness, impatience and sexual
jealousy in love. Avoid taking excessive risks pursuing entertainment and sports. Expect to have
losses when gambling, and look to professionals when speculating in the financial markets. Take
special care with children to show patience and a nurturing nature. This is especially so with an
afflicted (discordant) Mars, where thoughts and actions of caring for and nurturing children are
the best antidote.
Mars is also involved in two special planetary configurations in your chart:
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The first special configuration that Mars is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See Special
Configuration #1 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Ascendant
and Saturn in the 1st and 7th Houses, for which Mars is the conciliating planet making it a
potent Rallying Force. (See Glossary in the Appendix.)
The second special configuration that Mars is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See
Special Configuration #2 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Pluto
and MC in the 3rd and 10th Houses, for which Mars is the conciliating planet making it a
potent Rallying Force. (See Glossary in the Appendix.)
Neptune in the 5th House

Neptune is prominent (its close aspect to the Sun) although of average power relative to the
power distribution in your chart, and is very harmonious.
Whatever house is occupied by Neptune is influenced by subtle and visionary factors. There is
something elusive and mystical about the section of life denoted by this house. About the things
so denoted, the imagination weaves pictures, and these mental pictures influence the attitude
toward reality. Neptune expresses through the imagination, romance, increased sensitivity,
psychic impressions, wishful thinking, fantasy thinking, daydreaming, apprehension, idealistic
visions or by schemes and thoughts of easy wealth or promotion. Because the chief expression
of the thought-cells mapped by Neptune relate to images of conditions more perfect, they are
generally referred to as the Utopian Urges. The department of life ruled by the house occupied
by Neptune is subject to Illusion in that things are not always as they appear.
Neptune in Scorpio: Neptune maps the Utopian Urges embracing wishful or fantasy thinking
and daydreaming, apprehension, idealistic visions and lofty spiritual ideas, the imagination,
romanticism, platonic relationships and thoughts of easy wealth or promotion of schemes. With
the Utopian thought-cells expressing from the "I Desire" attitude of Scorpio, seek idealism
through healing rather than in daydreaming or mediumship.
Neptune in the 5th House shows that the Idealistic Urges express primarily through pleasure and
children. You look for the ideal in love and there may be unbounded faith in romantic
attachments. You benefit by paying attention to the practical experiences of others in affectional
matters. Avoid thoughts of easy wealth or promotion that lead to financially speculative
schemes. Children may be intuitive and sensitive or hypersensitive. Learn to find pleasure in
substituting practical, systematic and organized (Saturn) thinking to your idealistic, child-rearing
ideas. Each time you have a positive result pat yourself on the back because this is a huge win in
the long run. Think things through; avoid vagueness by using critical thinking to analyze your
ideas. Truly valuable ideas are those which achieve results.
Neptune is also involved in two special planetary configurations in your chart:
The first special configuration that Neptune is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See
Special Configuration #1 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving
Ascendant and Saturn in the 1st and 7th Houses, for which Neptune is the conciliating planet
making it a potent Rallying Force. (See Glossary in the Appendix.)
The second special configuration that Neptune is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See
Special Configuration #2 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Pluto
and MC in the 3rd and 10th Houses, for which Neptune is the conciliating planet making it a
potent Rallying Force. (See Glossary in the Appendix.)
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Sun in the 5th House

Sun is powerful and is very harmonious.
When a house (department of life) is occupied by the Sun, those matters are vitalized, pursued
with vigor and become a dominant motive in the life that affects your significance, authority and
self-esteem. Because the chief expression of the thought-elements in the unconscious mind
mapped by the Sun in the chart are directed toward gaining and maintaining significance, and
their activity strongly influences the relation of the individual to those in authority, as well as
influencing his authority over others, they are called Power Urges.
Sun in the 5th House shows the Power Urges expressing through pleasure, love affairs and
children indicating a desire to gain significance through children and entertainment. You may
tend to vigorously pursue sports, music, theater or other artistic pursuits. These matters become
a dominant motive in the life. Children may be particularly prominent.
Sun is also involved in two special planetary configurations in your chart:
The first special configuration that Sun is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See Special
Configuration #1 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Ascendant
and Saturn in the 1st and 7th Houses, for which Sun is the conciliating planet making it a
potent Rallying Force. (See Glossary in the Appendix.)
The second special configuration that Sun is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See Special
Configuration #2 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Pluto and MC
in the 3rd and 10th Houses, for which Sun is the conciliating planet making it a potent
Rallying Force. (See Glossary in the Appendix.)

6th House - Work
The 6th House has dominion over activities of life relating to work environment, coworkers,
subordinates and employees, food in general, especially those consumed or prepared, small
animals and the conditions surrounding illness or places where illness is treated.
The 6th house is powerful relative to the other houses in the chart, is neutral regarding harmony
or discord and contains two planets: Mercury and Jupiter.
Having two planets in this house indicates that it is an important department of life.
Mercury in the 6th House

Mercury is weak and less active and is discordant.
Whatever house is occupied by Mercury becomes the subject of mental effort. The mind
expresses itself readily where the things so denoted are concerned. The department of life ruled
by the house occupied by Mercury is subject to thought and the subject of conversation. Because
the chief expression of the thought-cells in the unconscious mind mapped by Mercury in the
chart relate to the intellectual life, they are referred to as the Intellectual Urges.
Mercury in Sagittarius: With the Intellectual thought cells, governing cerebral processes,
perception, comparison and communication, expressing from the "I See" attitude of Sagittarius,
strive to have your speech, and your expression in general, be generous and loyal rather than
impulsive and blunt. The best quality of Sagittarius is loyalty, and its worst quality is
mischievousness.
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Mercury in the 6th House indicates that your Intellectual Urges express through work, your
working environment, workmates and subordinates. They may also express through diet, food
and cooking. Mercury in this house indicates a nature that is thorough and analytical but there
may be a tendency to overwork and perfectionism. An afflicted (discordant) Mercury can bring
health problems particularly with the nervous system. A little dose of Jupiter thinking, such as
joviality, faith in providence and goodwill towards others, will improve a prominent and
afflicted Mercury.
Mercury is also involved in one special planetary configurations in your chart:
The special configuration that Mercury is involved in is a T-Square (See Special
Configuration #3 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Pluto and MC
in the 3rd and 10th Houses.
Jupiter in the 6th House

Jupiter is weak and less active but is harmonious.
Whatever house is occupied by Jupiter experiences abundance, goodwill and optimism. Jupiter
maps the Religious Urges in the unconscious mind, so called because these thought-cells tend to
express through veneration, philosophical or religious thinking and faith in providence. Jupiter
is also considered a business planet because it manifests abundance, goodwill and optimism and
rules the professions in general.
Jupiter in Sagittarius: Jupiter maps the Religious Urges embracing thoughts and actions relating
to benevolence, veneration, hope, devotion, generosity and goodwill toward others. With the
religious thought-cells expressing from the "I See" attitude of Sagittarius, put your faith in
devotion rather than impulse.
Jupiter in the 6th House indicates that the Religious thought cells express primarily through
work, employees, subordinates, coworkers, food and illness. The benefits that Jupiter brings
indicate excellent service from employees, loyal and productive subordinates and congenial
relations with coworkers. Optimism and general good fortune from work and service to others is
shown. Work may be associated with religious tendencies. It also indicates a generous diet with
a tendency to rich food. You benefit by taking care to assure a well-balanced diet and avoid
overeating. Health problems may result from overindulgence. When Jupiter is prominent
(powerful) and afflicted (discordant), there is a tendency to be overly-optimistic or
indiscriminate, and the natural antidote is to exercise Intelligence (Mercury thinking), using
analysis and critical thinking to improve decision-making.
Jupiter is also involved in one special planetary configurations in your chart:
The special configuration that Jupiter is involved in is a T-Square (See Special Configuration
#3 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Pluto and MC in the 3rd and
10th Houses.

7th House - Marriage and Partnership
The 7th House has dominion over activities of life relating to marriage, partnership, the attitude
of those met in public, open enemies, competitors and lawsuits.
The 7th house is moderately powerful relative to the other houses in the chart, is mildly
discordant and contains one planet: Saturn.
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Saturn in the 7th House

Saturn is prominent (being in an angular house) and moderately powerful and is discordant.
Whatever house is occupied by Saturn experiences hard work, responsibility, and frugality or
loss. Saturn maps that area of the unconscious mind referred to as the Safety Urges because
these thought-cells relate to hard work, acquisition, persistence, planning, organization and all
things which serve to provide stability, safety and security for the individual.
When especially prominent (powerful) in the chart and afflicted (discordant), these Saturn
thought-elements can stimulate discordant thoughts of fear, greed, envy, or self-centeredness,
and are responsible for loss, hardship and privation and the necessity of working diligently for
every advantage. There can be restrictions of various kinds and heavy burdens leading to
emotions which can be morose, melancholy or despondent, leading in some cases to clinical
depression, depending also on environmental and hereditary factors. You can benefit from an
afflicted Saturn by directing your Safety Urges to express in a constructive manner as when
harmonious. (See next paragraph.)
When Saturn is powerful in the chart and harmonious or neutral (that is, not too discordant),
then you can benefit from efficiency, economy, organization, hard work, shrewdness and your
ability to buy to advantage.
Saturn in Capricorn: Saturn maps the Safety Urges embracing thoughts and actions relating to
safety, secrecy, acquisitiveness, buying, trading, worry, fear, system, order and persistence.
Saturn is at home in the sign Capricorn where it can express more harmoniously. With the
Safety thought-cells expressing from the "I Use" attitude of Capricorn, seek security through
system, order and persistence and serving the public faithfully rather than through actions that
are self-centered.
Saturn in the 7th House shows that the Safety Urges express primarily through marriage and
partnership, indicating heavy responsibility or loss through marriage, and difficulty with the
public. If Saturn is well aspected, there is a strong sense of justice and responsibility. Although
partnerships may be steadfast and marriage stable and enduring, whatever benefit comes to
partnership and interface with the public only comes through hard work, persistence, planning
and organization.
When Saturn is afflicted (discordant), as is often the case, there can be a coldness in marriage or
no marriage at all. As an antidote for an afflicted Saturn, nurture warm, friendly Venus thinking
relating to marriage, partnership and interface with the public through gifts and favors, and
cultivate pleasure in social activities, the arts and entertainment. To attract better fortune in this
area of life, also stimulate Sun thoughts of your importance and self-esteem related to 7th house
activities.
Saturn is also involved in two special planetary configurations in your chart:
The first special configuration that Saturn is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See Special
Configuration #1 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Ascendant,
Sun, Mars and Neptune in the 1st and 5th Houses.
The second special configuration that Saturn is involved in is an Opposition Drain (See
Special Configuration #4 in the Special Chart Configurations section above) involving Pluto
and MC in the 3rd and 10th Houses, for which Saturn is the conciliating planet making it a
potent Rallying Force. (See Glossary in the Appendix.)
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8th House - Death, Inheritance and Other People's Money
The 8th House has dominion over activities of life relating to legacies and inheritance, gifts,
partner's money and other people's money in general, fiduciary responsibilities, debts owed to
you and the ability of those owing to pay, death, life insurance, taxes and the influence of the
dead.
The 8th house is weak and less active relative to the other houses in the chart, is mildly
discordant and contains no planets, but is ruled by Saturn, which is discordant and in the 7th
House relating to marriage and partnership, indicating that those matters have special influence
over 8th House matters. So, for example, events relating to marriage and partnership, resulting
from your self-interest, affect your partner's money, fiduciary responsibilities and inheritance.

9th House - Religion, Philosophy and Long Journeys
The 9th House has dominion over activities of life relating to teaching, religion, philosophy,
social media, teaching, publishing, long journeys and the courts.
The 9th house is weak and less active relative to the other houses in the chart, is neutral
regarding harmony or discord and contains no planets, but is ruled by Saturn, which is
discordant and in the 7th House relating to marriage and partnership, and Uranus, which is
neutral regarding harmony or discord and in the 3rd House relating to personal interests,
writing, neighbors and siblings, indicating that the matters of these two houses have special
influence over 9th House matters. So, for example, events relating to marriage and partnership,
resulting from your self-interest, affect your religion, philosophy, social media, and long
journeys.

10th House - Career, Business, Credit and Reputation
The 10th House has dominion over activities of life relating to honors, business, credit,
reputation, career, superiors and mother.
The 10th house is powerful relative to the other houses in the chart, is very harmonious and
while it contains no planets, it does include the power and the harmony or discord of the MC,
which is very harmonious. The house is co-ruled by Jupiter, which is harmonious and is in the
6th House relating to work, coworkers and subordinates and/or illness and the infirm, and
Neptune, which is very harmonious and is in the 5th House relating to pleasure, love affairs,
children and speculation, indicating that the matters of these two houses have special influence
over 10th House matters. So, for example, events relating to work, coworkers and subordinates
and/or illness and the infirm, resulting from your goodwill or religiosity, affect your career,
credit, reputation and mother.

11th House - Friends, Hopes and Wishes
The 11th House has dominion over activities of life relating to friends, affiliations, hopes and
wishes.
The 11th house is weak and less active relative to the other houses in the chart, is neutral
regarding harmony or discord and contains no planets, but is ruled by Mars, which is neutral
regarding harmony or discord and in the 5th House relating to pleasure, love affairs, children
and speculation, indicating that those matters have special influence over 11th House matters.
So, for example, events relating to pleasure, love affairs, children and speculation, resulting
from your rashness, affect your friends and affiliations.
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12th House - Restrictions and Disappointments
The 12th House has dominion over activities of life relating to secrets, sorrows,
disappointments, restrictions, hidden enemies, crime, detective work, large animals, unseen
forces and astral entities.
The 12th house is weak and less active relative to the other houses in the chart, is mildly
discordant and contains no planets, but is ruled by Venus, which is discordant and in the 4th
House relating to home life, indicating that those matters have special influence over 12th
House matters. So, for example, events relating to home life, resulting from your affections,
affect your secrets, disappointments and limitations.

11. Appendix
Fortune, Fate, Destiny and Free Will
Astrological interpretation of the natal chart does not imply predestination or unalterable fate.
Destiny is largely a matter of "character" which, as used here, includes the totality of the
thought-structures built by experience into the unconscious mind (or astral body). Thus,
"character" is thought-built and destiny is determined by the habitual nature in which the
individual interacts with his or her environment. Every individual has the ability to alter aspects
of character through developing new habits of thinking and acting and feeling. The use of the
word "fortune" in this report does not imply unalterable fate, but rather denotes the tendency of
the native to attract certain events into the life due to the interaction of the complex thoughtstructures of the astral body interacting with the environment.

Astrological Symbols
Planets and Angles (MC and Ascendant)
À - Sun
Á - Moon
Â - Mercury
Ã - Venus
Ä - Mars
Å - Jupiter
Æ - Saturn
Ç - Uranus
È - Neptune
É - Pluto
Ê - Mid-heaven
Ë - Ascendant
Zodiacal Signs
Ì - Aries
Í - Taurus
Î - Gemini
Ï - Cancer
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Ð - Leo
Ñ - Virgo
Ò - Libra
Ó - Scorpio
Ô - Sagittarius
Õ - Capricorn
Ö - Aquarius
× - Pisces
Angular Aspects between Planets and Chart Points
Symbol

Aspect

Angle

Keyword

Effect

Ø

conjunction

0°

Prominence

neutral

Ù

semi-sextile

30°

Growth

mildly harmonious

Ú

semi-square

45°

Friction

mildly discordant

Û

sextile

60°

Opportunity

harmonious

Ü

square

90°

Obstacle

discordant

Ý

Trine

120°

Luck

very harmonious

Þ

sesquisquare

135°

Agitation

mildly discordant

ß

inconjunct

150°

Expansion

neutral

à

opposition

180°

Separation

very discordant

á

parallel

0° declination

Intensity

neutral

Planets and How They Express
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How it Expresses

Sun

Whatever house is occupied by the Sun is strongly vitalized, and becomes an
important house as influencing motives. The Sun represents the individuality and the
center of vital force. Therefore, the house it occupies indicates the department of life
in which, to a great extent, the individuality is submerged. From this standpoint, it
becomes a dominant motive in the chart. Thus, in the chart above, the Sun is in the
2nd it is indicated that money considerations are an important motive. The
department of life ruled by the house occupied by the Sun is conducted with Vigor.

Moon

Whatever house is occupied by the Moon is thereby made receptive and changeable.
The things so denoted are in process of gestation, and are subject to constant small
variations. Thus, in the chart above, the Moon is in the 12th. This indicates many
little disappointments and a never-ending variety of psychic impressions. The
department of life ruled by the house occupied by the Moon is subject to
Fluctuation.

Mercury

Whatever house is occupied by Mercury becomes the subject of mental effort. The
mind expresses itself readily where the things so denoted are concerned. Thus, in the
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chart above, Mercury is in the 1st, indicating much thought about personal matters,
and facility in expressing personal opinions. The department of life ruled by the
house occupied by Mercury is subject to Thought.

Venus

Whatever house is occupied by Venus has a strong influence upon the affections, and
through it an appeal to the affections can readily be made. The things denoted by this
house tend to prosper not through effort and initiative, but through kindnesses
received because of grace of manners and received through following the line of least
resistance. Thus, in the chart above, Venus is in the 1st. This gives a spontaneous and
charming personality. The department of life ruled by the house occupied by Venus is
subject to Favors.

Mars

Whatever house is occupied by Mars indicates a section of the life in which
forcefulness and energy are expressed. Whatever it indicates in the way of advantage
is gained through initiative and combat; and if loss is indicated, there is much
struggle associated with it. There is always strenuous activity in connection with the
things ruled by the house occupied by Mars. Thus, in the chart above, as Mars
occupies the 8th, there is signified a struggle over the partner’s money. The
department of life ruled by the house occupied by Mars is subject to Strife.

Jupiter

Whatever house is occupied by Jupiter indicates a section of the life in which there is
plenty. Jupiter withholds not the things denoted by the house he occupies. When
severely afflicted by aspects much difficulty may arise over the things denoted by this
house, but in some manner a way will be found to pull through with head above
water, even though in extreme cases failure may be escaped only by a hair’s breadth.
Thus, in the chart above, Jupiter is in the 6th, indicating both the ability to recover
from illness and to profit from work and employees. The department of life ruled by
the house occupied by Jupiter is subject to Abundance.

Saturn

Whatever house is occupied by Saturn indicates a section of the life in which there is
dearth and laborious effort. The advantages that Saturn brings, even when he is well
aspected, are well earned. Saturn withholds the things signified by the house he is in
or makes them difficult to obtain. They are obtained at a sacrifice of something else
worthwhile. Thus, in the chart above, Saturn in the 7th indicates dearth where
partners are concerned. This means that whatever advantages are gained from
partners are more than paid for in added work and responsibility. The department of
life ruled by the house occupied by Saturn is subject to Responsibility.

Uranus

Whatever house is occupied by Uranus denotes things about which radical tendencies
are likely to manifest. In the section of life indicated by such a house there are sudden
changes and developments of an extreme nature, either constructive or destructive.
Yet whatever good is signified in one direction is accompanied by some lesser
disadvantage in another field, and whatever evil is signified in one direction is
accompanied by at least a small measure of good in some other relation of life. As
Uranus is in the 1st House in the chart above some eccentric turn to the personality is
indicated. The department of life ruled by the house occupied by Uranus is subject to
Eccentricity.

Neptune

Whatever house is occupied by Neptune is influenced by subtle and visionary factors.
There is something elusive and mystical about the section of life denoted by this
house. About the things so denoted the imagination weaves pictures, and these
mental pictures influence the attitude toward reality. Thus, in the chart above,
Neptune is in the 6th, indicating a tendency to picture an illness that in actuality does
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not exist. The department of life ruled by the house occupied by Neptune is subject to
Illusion.

Pluto

Whatever house is occupied by Pluto is subject to inner-plane influence, either for
good or ill. In its activities will be found facilities for cooperation with others and for
contacting groups of people. To the extent Pluto is afflicted will undue pressure be
brought to bear by others to compel such action as they desire relative to the things
the house rules. Thus, as in the chart above, Pluto is in the 5th, compulsion will play
its part where speculation, children, love affairs and pleasures are concerned. The
department of life ruled by the house occupied by Pluto is subject to Coercion.

The (Mundane) Houses / Departments of Life
The astrological chart is divided into twelve sections referred to as mundane houses. These
houses map Departments of Life and correspond to distinct compartments in the unconscious
mind (astral or thought-built body) which contain associated thoughts, feelings and experiences
relating to various areas of the life. The houses are often grouped into Societies (Personal,
Companionship and Public) and Trinities (Life, Wealth, Association and Psychism) that you'll
find defined in the Glossary. Additionally, some houses transmit energy in greater volume than
others and planets in high-volume houses tend to be more prominent and express more readily
than those in lower-volume houses. Thus, the "Angular" houses, which comprise the 1st, 4th,
7th and 10th houses, transmit energy in greater volume. The "Succedent" houses, consisting of
the 2nd, 5th, 8th and 11th houses, transmit energies of moderate volume. And, finally, the
"Cadent" houses transmit the weakest energy and consist of the 3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th houses of
the astrological chart.
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The following table provides a description of the departments of life ruled by each house:
House

Department of Life Associations

1

Belongs to the trinity of life. It is an angular house; consequently, transmits energy of
the strongest volume. It is a personal house, related to the private life. Being below the
horizon its influences tend to develop in secret; but as it is on the east side of the chart
they develop persistently. It influences the health, the personal appearance, the
temperament, such matters as cause changes in the form or location of the person; and
in general the personality through which the character must express.

2

Belongs to the trinity of wealth. It is a succedent house; consequently, transmits energy
only in moderate volume. It is a personal house, related to the private possessions.
Being below the horizon these possessions are not open to public inspection; yet any
influence expressing through this house tends to development. The tenth house
represents the business, and the sixth house the labor involved; but the second house
represents the fruits of these in terms of cash and other personal property.

3

Belongs to the trinity of association. It is a cadent house; consequently, transmits
energy very weakly. It is a personal house, related to the private thoughts. Being below
the horizon these thoughts may never be expressed to others; but any influence in this
house tends toward development. It influences the thoughts, which are the mental
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associates; the brethren, neighbors, writing, short journeys, correspondence, and
education.

4

Belongs to the trinity of Psychism. It is an angular house; consequently, transmits
energy of the strongest volume. It is a companionship house, relating to those in the
home. Being below the horizon its influences tend to be kept from the public, and as it
is on the west side of the chart they have little power of growth. This house influences
the parentage, the father in particular, the home and general domestic environment,
inherited tendencies, real estate, hidden things, and the condition at the close of life.
These things, as exerting a powerful influence on the unconscious life, are of psychic
import.

5

Belongs to the trinity of life. It is a succedent house; consequently, transmits energy
only in moderate volume. It is a companionship house, relating to the companionship of
children and the companionship in pleasure. Being below the horizon its influence is
not heralded to the public, nor do we expect any influence here to undergo great
development. It rules broadly the life of the affections, of the children, and of the
pleasures; governing speculation, amusements, offspring, and love affairs.

6

Belongs to the trinity of wealth. It is a cadent house; consequently, transmits energy
very weakly. It is a companionship house, relating to servants and to those with whom
one works. Being below the horizon any influence here tends to be kept secret, and as it
is on the west side of the chart there is little opportunity for growth. It influences
broadly those things that assist or hinder the acquisition of wealth, such as assimilation,
illness, labor, inferiors, and servants.

7

Belongs to the trinity of association. It is an angular house, consequently, transmits
energy of the strongest volume. It is a companionship house, relating to partnerships
and marriage. Being above the horizon its influences tend to gain wide recognition;
although there is little growth from them. It governs the relations with the public,
partnerships, open enemies, lawsuits, and marriage.

8

Belongs to the trinity of psychism. It is a succedent house; consequently, transmits
energy only in moderate volume. It is a public house, and the things it influences are
kept secret with great difficulty. They do not, however, tend toward any great
development. It influences the relations to the public’s money, and to the money of the
partner, the relations to the dead, both their psychic influence and the inheritance from
them. In addition to such legacies it also influences the conditions surrounding the
person’s death.

9

Belongs to the trinity of life. It is a cadent house; consequently, transmits energy very
weakly. It is a public house, having to do with the public expression of opinions. Being
above the horizon the things it influences tend to gain wide recognition. They do not,
however, tend to continued development. This is the house ruling advertising,
publishing, dreams, long journeys, philosophy, religion, and the public expression of
ideas.

10

Belongs to the trinity of wealth. It is an angular house, consequently, transmits energy
of the strongest volume. It is a public house, relating to the credit and honor. Being
above the horizon there is public recognition of the things it influences. These things
are subject to much development. It influences the mother, the trade or profession, the
business qualifications, superiors, credit, reputation, and the esteem in general with
which one is held by others. It thus greatly influences material success.
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11

12

Belongs to the trinity of association. It is a succedent house; consequently, transmits
energy only in moderate volume. It is a public house, and the things it influences are
widely known. Being above the horizon there is full recognition of all its affairs, and
they are subject to persistent development. Its associations are occasional rather than
constant. It governs acquaintances, friends, hopes, and wishes. In particular it
influences the attitude toward, and the benefit that may be derived from, acquaintances.
Belongs to the trinity of psychism. It is a cadent house; consequently, transmits energy
very weakly. It is a personal house, and its affairs are kept as secret as possible,
although being above the horizon the things it influences nevertheless gain some
recognition. They also tend to persistent development. It influences secret enemies,
sorrows, disappointments, restrictions, limitations, imprisonment, unseen forces, and
the relation to astral entities.

Astrological Signs
Signs

Nature

Aries

Aries is ambitious, enterprising, forceful, combative, self-willed, keen,
independent, active, and desirous of being in command. Impulsive and fiery, yet
even in apparent rashness, guided by intellect. The Aries person is extremely
optimistic, but can be overly enthusiastic. Rash in love, bright and lively in
conversation, they take to politics, where LEADERSHIP, their best quality, plays
an important part. They use creative power and original thought, employing their
brain to gain their ends. OFFICIOUSNESS is the worst trait of Aries as they are
inclined to interfere unduly in the affairs of others. Aries people excel when they
strive for leadership by example and offer kindly advice when asked.

Taurus

Taurus people are quiet and thoughtful, patiently waiting for plans to mature.
Remarkable for endurance, industry and application, they sometimes become sullen
and reserved. Slow to irritation, when once aroused they are furious and violent.
They make warm friends and implacable foes. They are untiring workers, have
pronounced powers of discrimination, are patient waiting for plans to mature, are
secretive, and possess enormous reserve energy. They are strongly attracted to
money, and express themselves by its use. The best trait of Taurus is their
STABILITY. They are most successful when they avoid being to set in their ways,
which, when carried to the extreme, may express as OBSTINACY, their worst trait.

Gemini

Gemini is volatile, intellectual, and changeable and possesses wonderful powers of
mental expansion and a constant flow of ideas expressed through conversation or
writing. They are not bound so much by material motives as actuated by the desire
for mental expression. Remarkable for both executive ability and VERSATILITY,
their best trait, they are often interested in several things at once, and may change
their occupation often. They have a fondness for learning, are restless, dexterous,
sensitive, skillful, and intuitive. They are most successful when avoiding their
worst quality of being too CHANGEABLE with their point of view, likes and
dislikes, and even friendships and domestic partners.

Cancer

Cancer people are sensitive, receptive, and timid, subject to whims, moods, and
varying changes, not inclined to be confined to a single environment, but
possessing unusual freedom to alter their own position. Their moods and yearnings
are expressed pronouncedly. They more than make up their lack of aggressiveness
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with TENACITY, their best quality. While tending to be not active physically, they
are intensely active assimilating and redistributing sense impressions. Mediumistic,
reflective, dreamy, mild of temper, emotional, very domestic, they respond readily
to kindness, sympathy, and approbation, are fond of publicity, and are strongly
influenced by your surroundings. Their worst quality is TOUCHINESS.

Leo

Leo people aspire to rule, are courageous, fond of their children and will defend
them regardless of the cost. They tend to be impulsive, passionate, and daring,
dominating, ambitious, resolute and possessed of unbending dignity. Their actions
spring from the emotions rather than from the intellect. Leo people are sympathetic,
warmhearted, candid, forceful, and fond of honors and high office. They are not so
active as Aries, but possess great determination to rise, and strive to rule through
strength and stability rather than through alertness and activity. When aroused
emotionally they do not count the cost. They have great faith and trust in other
people and their best quality is KINDNESS. They tend to have a great thirst for
personal glory, and crave a position of authority and their worst quality is
DOMINATION. They are at their best when rule through kindness rather than
through issuing orders.

Virgo

Virgos are practical, industrious, and worldly. They tend to prefer arbitration to
combat, are intensely discriminative and are in a constant process of ANALYSIS,
their best trait, that inclines them to CRITICISM, their worst quality. Intensely
active mentally, they have a faculty for acquiring knowledge, being studious,
scientific, mentally alert, ingenious, witty, fluent and discerning. Their powers of
discrimination and practicality instantly discern the flaws in other people and their
plans. They are most successful when they use their keen discrimination to find the
good points.

Libra

Librans are changeable, bright, socially inclined, and are pioneering in the arts and
in social affairs. They combine idealism with worldly motives, and are adaptable,
but not submissive. They are easily influenced by others, but quickly regain your
equilibrium, are sensitive, refined, sympathetic, artistic, neat, dislike unclean work,
and are inordinately fond of APPROBATION, their worst trait. They are at their
best when they avoid being too easily influenced by others and flattery, and
practice maintaining their equilibrium. A lover of justice, peace, and harmony, they
are kind, generous, and affectionate, finding social relations extremely important,
and a partner often essential to your happiness. Their best quality is AFFABILITY.

Scorpio

Scorpios can exert tremendous force and tend to be unyielding. Receptive and
meditative, they have a never-failing fund of ideas and resources, and an abundant
life-giving magnetism. Their best quality is RESOURCEFULNESS. They are
proud, secretive, reserved, ingenious, strong willed, and determined. In their sexual
nature, they are intense and given to jealousy. They are thoughtful, contemplative,
ingenious and scientific, have strong likes and dislikes, and are never at a loss for
plans by which difficulties may be overcome. Their worst quality is
TROUBLESOMENESS. They believe in duty, and often takes special pains to see
that others fulfill all their obligations, but are most successful when concentrating
their energies on the solution of their own problems, and in overcoming obstacles,
rather than in insisting upon the proper conduct of others.

Sagittarius

Sagittarius is energetic, hasty, and enthusiastic, ambitious of worldly position,
inclined to outdoor sports, loyal, patriotic and charitable of the shortcomings of
others. Their best quality is LOYALTY. They have a strong leaning toward
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philosophy and religion. Frank, outspoken, self-reliant, they are great travelers, are
conservative, make prompt decisions, and have the ability to command others.
Their worst quality is SPORTIVENESS, being a little to playful or mischievous.
While philosophically inclined, they tend to go right to the point, and are most
successful when they take care not to hurt the feelings of others.

Capricorn

Capricorns are persistent, subtle, and ambitious. They tend to be humbly
submissive to those in power, and unceasing in their efforts to gain their own
power. They are careful, cautious, frugal, and insistent, with a thoughtful, serious
and reflective mind. The Capricorn individual is patient and persistent, and by
concentrated effort and skillful maneuvering butts his or her way through, or climbs
their way around, all but insurmountable obstacles. They tend to be highly
ambitious, good managers, methodical and inclined to be conventional. They carry
responsibility well, have a faculty for bringing together dissenting factions, and
their best quality is DIPLOMACY. They are good organizers and alert to take
advantage of circumstances but may need to avoid exploiting the weakness of the
others. Their worst quality is DECEPTION. They are most successful when
expressing integrity of character and devotion to the welfare of others and, at their
best, are the most honorable of people.

Aquarius

Aquarius people are greatly interested in politics and religion, and they tend to
view things, not so much from their benefit to one person or one group, but in
reference to their benefit to society as a whole. The best quality of Aquarius is
ALTRUISM. Their worst quality is being ARGUMENTATIVE. They frequently
take the opposite side of a question merely for the sake of discussion. Aquarius
people excel when they channel their enthusiasm into efficient action rather than
dissipating their progressive thinking talent in theoretically solving the difficulties
of humankind.

Pisces

Pisces is dreamy, mystical, and romantic. They are idealistic, sensitive,
mediumistic, prone to worry, peaceable, sympathetic, prudent, modest and
emotional. The Pisces individual is amiable and kind but may be timid and lacking
in self-confidence. Sensitive and mediumistic, capable of psychic lucidity, romantic
and a lover of mystery, they may become too negative and dreamy. They are
inclined to be malleable, and thus much influenced by environment. Tending to be
deeply religious or interested in spirituality, their best quality is SYMPATHY. Their
worst quality is WORRY. Because they are so sensitive to discords and to the
thoughts of others, they are inclined to magnify the importance of slight adversity,
or imagine adversity that never comes to pass. They are at your best when working
in the spirit of universal brotherhood.

Glossary

Accidental
Dignity

Angles

The house position of a planet, because of its short duration (it is a function of
the earth's daily axial rotation), is technically spoken of as its accidental
station. Since the houses vary in terms of volume of energy transmitted,
planets in Angular houses (1, 4, 7 and 10) exert a very powerful influence, and
are said to be accidentally dignified. Planets in Succedent (2, 5, 8, 11) houses
tend to exert a more moderate influence. Cadent houses (3, 6, 9, and 12) exert
a more feeble influence.
Usually refers to the MC and Ascendant, but may also include the 4th and 7th
houses.
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Angular House

The 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th houses are angular houses that transmit the most
volume allowing the planets to exert their greatest power.

Ascendant

The cusp of the first house and an active point in the chart that acts like a
ground wire to the physical plane. The astrological sign on this 1st house cusp
is call the rising sign, which is indicative of personality and a factor in
temperament.

Aspects

When planets, by virtue of their longitudinal position along the ecliptic, or
zodiac, meet at certain angles, they are said to be "in aspect." There are 10
aspects (one of which relates to declination position instead of longitudinal
position) that have been found to exert some measurable influence, either
harmonious, discordant or neutral. See the table of Astrological Symbols
above for a brief description of the 10 aspects.

Astrodynes

Astrodynes are a way of numerically measuring the power and harmony of the
planets, signs, houses and aspects within the chart. The method for computing
Astrodynes was discovered by C. C. Zain and published in Brotherhood of
Light volume 16, Stellar Healing. Using Astrodynes it is possible to
determine mathematically which are the most powerful planets, houses and
signs in the chart and which are the most harmonious or discordant.

AUTHORITY

There is an intimate connection between the house (department of life) whose
cusp (see House Cusp) falls in a given sign and the house actually occupied by
the planet ruling that sign. The planet that rules the sign on a house
(department of life) cusp is always a co-ruler of that department of life. If that
planet falls in another house, then the life matters ruled by that other house
will exercise a special influence over the department of life matters ruled by
the first house whose cusp sign the planet rules.
The planet ruling the astrological sign on the house cusp always impresses its
influence on that department of life. For example, if Aries is on the 1st house
cusp, then Mars, the ruling planet of Aries, will express his combative nature
through the personality and personal matters. If Mars in actually in the 7th
house of partnership, then the partner will exercise a measure of authority
over the personality and personal matters.

Cadent

Cadent houses are the 3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th and transmit the energy of planets
contained within with moderate power compared to the Angular or Succedent
houses.

Common
People

The Common People is a phrase often used astrologically to indicate the
masses as opposed to those who are prominent and well-known by the public.

Companionship
Houses

The Companionship Houses embrace the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th houses. They
influence the companionship in the home and at the end of life, the
companionship in pleasure and with children, the companionship in work and
with servants, and the companionship in partnership, in marriage, and in
meeting the public.

Cusp

(1) The boundary between the 12 houses in the chart wheel with the major
cusp of each house being the one on the counter-clockwise edge. The cusp
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of the 1st house is referred to as the Ascendant (Asc) and the cusp of the
10th is referred to as the MC or Midheaven, both of which are key points
in the chart.
(2) Boundary between the 12 sections of the zodiac.
Conversion

Conversion is a process of mental conditioning of discordant thought
structures mapped by a planet or sign by focusing on the best qualities of the
sign or planet as opposed to the worst traits.

Essential
Dignity

The essential dignity of a planet is determined by the astrological sign in
which it is found. Some signs transmit more harmoniously the energy of
certain planets, but not others. Planets which are at home (e.g. Sun in Leo) or
in exaltation (e.g. Mars in Capricorn) or in harmony (e.g. Saturn in Virgo) are
said to express their energy more harmoniously due to the characteristics of
the particular sign, which acts as a sounding board for the planetary energy.
Planets which or in Detriment (e.g. Venus in Aries), in Fall (e.g. Neptune in
Gemini) or Inharmony (e.g. Mercury in Taurus), may indicate a tendency to
express the meaner quality of energy characteristic of the planet.

Declination

The position of a planet as measured north or south of the celestial equator.

Elements

The four elements comprise the Fire (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), Earth (Taurus,
Virgo, Capricorn), Air (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius) and Water (Cancer, Scorpio,
Pisces) signs of the zodiac.

Harmodyne

Harmodyne is a measure of power that is gauged to be harmonious.

House

The horoscope wheel is divided into 12 sections, called houses, which
correspond to 12 departments of life.

House Cusp

The twelve lines that delineate the chartwheel divide the chart into the twelve
houses or departments of life. The sign, degree and minute of zodiacal
longitude on each of the twelve spokes of the chartwheel are referred to as
house cusps. The cusp of the 1st House (also known as the Ascendant) is the
spoke at the 9 o'clock position. The cusp of the 2nd House is the next spoke in
the counter-clockwise direction and so on.

Intercepted

A zodiacal sign is said to be intercepted if it is wholly enclosed in a house as
opposed to being on the house cusp. One interpretation of the effect of having
a planet in an intercepted sign is that the qualities and inclinations are latent.

MC

The cusp of the 10th house, also known as the Midheaven, which corresponds
to a stellar aerial through which energy from aspecting planets is radiated to
the public.

Mental
Alchemy

Mental Alchemy is the art of reconditioning thought structures in the
unconscious mind that express discordantly. There are at least three
techniques used for this process including application of mental antidotes,
conversion and the use of Rallying Forces. See Cs 9 Mental Alchemy, Cs 5
Esoteric Psychology and Cs 14 Occultism Applied all by C. C. Zain.

Mental
Antidotes

Mental antidotes are thoughts and feelings of a particular planetary type that
constructively combine with discordant thought elements in the unconscious
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mind. This is one technique used in Mental Alchemy for reconditioning
thought structures in the unconscious mind that express discordantly. An
example of a mental antidote for a discordant Mars, which, for example, may
express as harshness or antagonism, is to apply harmonious Moon thoughts of
protecting children, the weak and helpless and/or the needy. These thoughts
would typically be used with the activities ruled by the House (Department of
Life) that Mars falls in. See Cs 9 Mental Alchemy, Cs 5 Esoteric Psychology
and Cs 14 Occultism Applied all by C. C. Zain.
Mutual
Reception
(MR)

Mutual Reception is a very harmonious configuration between two planets
where each of the two planets is in the home or exaltation sign of the other.
Mutual Reception is indicated in the Horoscope Aspect Grid by the symbol

ã.

Personal
Houses

The Personal Houses embrace the Twelfth, First, Second, and Third houses in
the chart. They influence personal sorrows, the personal body, the personal
property, relatives and siblings, and personal thoughts. These houses have to
do with the private life.

Planet

In astrology, the Sun and Moon, along with the eight planets, not counting the
Earth, are loosely referred to as planets.

Public Houses

The Public Houses embrace the 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th houses. They influence
the public life through deaths and legacies, through advertising and public
expression of opinion, through business, profession, reputation and credit, and
through friends. These houses have to do with matters that become widely
known.

Qualities /
Quadruplicities

Rallying Forces

The Movable or Cardinal signs: Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn,
characterized by great activity, energy, and initiative, who break the
trails that others follow, and start the enterprises that others finish and
produce people who are PIONEERS.
The Fixed signs: Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius, characterized by
determination, perseverance, rigidity and attention to detail, are strongly
attached to their customary environment, methods and thoughts, and,
once projects get far enough along, you then like to work out the details
and make improvements. The Fixed signs are the PERFECTERS.
The Mutable signs: Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces, have the power
to adapt to whatever environment is present. The Mutable signs are a
happy medium between the excessive activity of the Movable
(Cardinal) signs and the stubborn resistance of the Fixed signs. They are
not trail-blazers, but rather a trail-builders. Mutable people are the most
adaptable of all. They are the DEVELOPERS.
Rallying Forces are planetary energies that are easily tuned in on to due to
powerful planetary configurations in the natal chart (birthchart aspects) or
powerful progressed aspects that form in the chart after birth. Such Rallying
Forces are picked up, radio fashion, by the permanent aerials mapped by birth
chart aspects or by temporary aerials mapped by progressed aspects. To the
extent that the harmonious or discordant energies indicated by the Rally
Forces are tuned in on, consciously or unconsciously, do they feed into other
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permanent stellar aerials formed by birthchart aspects or into temporary stellar
aerials formed by other progressed aspects, energizing the thought-cells
connected by those stellar aerials with either harmonious energy or discordant
static depending on their nature of the planets involved in the Rallying Forces
and the aspects they form. A powerful and well-aspect planet can be a source
of harmonious Rallying Forces. Another example of a particularly potent and
harmonious source of Rallying Forces often found in natal charts is the
Opposition Drain where a planet breaks up an opposition aspect between two
other planets by making the sextile aspect to one and the trine aspect to the
other. The opposition maps an aerial which picks up planetary energy loaded
with separative static. But such an opposition also maps at each terminal,
thought cells into which have been built a tremendous amount of energy. This
energy, from both groups of thought cells at the ends of the opposition, is
tapped harmoniously by the group of thought cells mapped by the planet
making the sextile and the trine. To the extent the individual devotes his or her
energies to the things of the department of life indicated by the compartment
wherein resides the harmonious cells mapped by the Conciliating Planet, will
their life encounter exceptionally good fortune. The Conciliating Planet,
which in this relation draws for power from the opposition, maps a source of
powerful harmonious energy which may readily be tapped, and which tunes
the whole nervous system in on the harmonious vibrations radiated by the
Conciliating Planet. Because the stellar aerials present in the astral body that
lead to the Conciliating Planet are of a length to pick up its energy
harmoniously and in volume, it is easy to maintain the feeling and thus
acquire a steady supply of powerful Rallying Forces.
Societies

The three groups of Houses know as Personal, Companionship and Public
houses. See separate definitions of each.

Succedent

Succedent houses are the 2nd, 5th, 8th and 11th and transmit the energy of
planets contained within with less power compared to the Angular or
Succedent houses.

Trinities

Four groups of mundane houses consisting of Life, Wealth, Association and
Psychism:
The Trinity of Life embraces the 1st, 5th and 9th Houses. The first house
influences the constitution and
vitality. The fifth house influences the life of the offspring. The ninth house
influences the life in relation to religion and philosophy. This trinity
corresponds to the fiery signs of
the zodiac.
The Trinity of Wealth embraces the 2nd, 6th and 10th houses. The second
house influences personal
property. The sixth house influences labor and servants. The tenth house
influences business and honor. This trinity corresponds to the earthy signs of
the zodiac.
The Trinity of Association embraces the 3rd, 7th and 11th Houses. The third
house influences the thoughts and the brethren. The seventh house influences
partnership and marriage. The eleventh house influences hopes and friends.
This trinity corresponds to the airy signs of the zodiac.
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The Trinity of Psychism embraces the 4th, 8th and 12th Houses. The fourth
house influences the home and the end of life. The eighth house influences
death and inheritance. The twelfth house influences sorrows and
imprisonment. This trinity corresponds to the watery signs of the zodiac.
See detailed descriptions for each house above.

Triplicities /
Elements (Fire,
Earth, Air,
Water)

The Fire signs: Aries, Leo and Sagittarius are enthusiastic, optimistic,
self-reliant, zealous and courageous, can command others by arousing
initiative and enthusiasm, and whose characteristic quality is
INSPIRATION.
The Earth signs: Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn are down-to-earth, toiling,
realistic, sensible, industrious, practical and not given to bursts of
enthusiasm, express their ideas concretely, are patient for plans to
mature and turn all they contact to some material use. Because they
gravitate toward the affairs of earth that have value here and now, their
characteristic quality is PRACTICALITY.
The Air signs: Gemini, Libra and Aquarius are mentally alert, volatile,
changeable, socially inclined, conversational, interested in art, literature,
education and the latest science, are fond of conversation, and find
pleasure in the exchange of ideas. In the sense of desiring refinement
and intellectual culture, their characteristic quality is ASPIRATION.
The Water signs: Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces, whose lives are largely
centered in the home and the affections, are sympathetic, timid, dreamy,
submissive, given to domestic life, receptive, yielding, mediumistic, and
greatly influenced by their surroundings. In the sense that they are
chiefly actuated by feelings, rather than by carefully reasoned lines of
conduct, their characteristic quality is EMOTION.
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